
FHA Refinances
Streamline VS FHA to FHA refinance



Introduction 

 FHA Refinance Options

 Regular Rate Term refinance – 97.75% LTV

 Cash out Refinance – 85% LTV

 Streamline Credit qualifying - Unlimited

 Streamline Non-credit qualifying – Unlimited

 Focus on Streamline today but will review some 
differences to help you decide what is best for your 
borrower

 Streamline typically best in a lower rate environment –
we may not be there at this time



Comparison of Streamline to 
Regular FHA refinance
FHA Streamline Non-
credit Qualifying
 No Appraisal

 No income

 No VOE

 No DTI calculated

 No AUS

 Need proof of money to 
closing

 Mortgage only Credit Report

 No minimum score (no scores 
needed)

 Cannot finance closing costs 
into the loan

FHA Refinance
 Appraisal

 Need Income

 Verbal VOE at closing

 DTI max per AUS

 Need AUS

 Need proof of money to 
closing

 Tri-merge credit report

 Min score of 580

 Can finance closing costs 
into loan









FHA Streamline 
How to Calculate Initial Loan Amount at RESPA

1. Start by using current balance from the credit report.

2. Add in 30 days interest.  
 Example – if your loan balance is $97,500 and their current rate is 4%.  $97,500 x 4%/365 x30 = 

$320.55

3. Determine if your loan was closed in the last 3 years.  If so, calculate and subtract the 
FHA UFMIP refund.  The refund will be credited in the details of transaction, MIP 
Refund.

4. Use this as your initial base loan amount 

5. Excel spread sheets are provided to assist the calculation on www.callequity.net – LO 
tool box under FHA Streamline Max Loan Amounts.

Your borrower will need money to close.  This is to cover closing cost and escrow set up.

 Make sure you are accurate with your numbers. Start with your initial RESPA. Look up 
tax amounts. Have borrowers give you their Homeowners Insurance premium and month 
due.

 Look at premium pricing to offer a Lenders credit.

You will always need to verify assets.  The majority of payoffs we see have a fax fee and or 
release fee from their current servicer.  Extra fees cannot be added to our maximum loan 

amount.  The borrower will have to bring money to closing to cover.



Items to review with your customer

 Borrower should make their current monthly payment 
for the month you are closing in.  

 Skipping a payment will result in more cash needed to 
close the loan from the borrowers funds.
 Example – If closing is February 23rd, February’s payment 

should have been made.

 A payment made late in the month will result in the need 
for an additional pay off statement which could result in 
delaying loan closing.

 The borrower will need to give you proof of assets. This 
is never avoidable on a streamline.



Items to review with your customer

 The loan amount will change once the payoff is 
received and any UFMIP refund is calculated.
 The final loan amount will be determined by 

using the current balance plus up to 30 days 
worth of interest from the payoff statement and 
then subtract the FHA refund if applicable. 
Borrowers need to be prepared to bring 
money to closing even with a lender credit to 
cover closing costs and prepaids.  

 FHA payoffs starting 1/21/2015 include per diem 
interest.  



Net Tangible Benefit



Mortgage Insurance 

 Regular chart for loans that pay off a FHA loan that 
was endorsed after 5/31/09
 1.75% UFMIP
 Loan Term More Than 15 Years – Monthly MIP

Base Loan Amount $625,500 or less
- LTV 95.01% or more = .85%
- LTV 95.00% or less = .80%
Base Loan Amount above $625,500
- LTV 95.01% or more = 1.05%
- LTV 95.00% or less = 1.00%

 If the FHA loan being paid off was endorsed on or 
before 5/31/2009, the UFMIP and monthly MIP is 
reduced.
 .01% UFMIP
 .55% Monthly MIP



UFMIP Refunds

 Whenever you refinance an FHA loan to 
another FHA loan within 3 years of the 1st

FHA loan, the borrower is entitled to a 
refund of a portion of the original UFMIP.  

 This is for Streamline or FHA to FHA 
refinances.

 When your processor gets a case number, 
they will be able to request a refinance 
authorization which will give them the 
exact amount of the refund.  The FHA 
chart on the next page shows how the 
amount is determined.



Upfront Mortgage Insurance Premium Refund 
Percentages

Month of Year

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 80 78 76 74 72 70 68 66 64 62 60 58

2 56 54 52 50 48 46 44 42 40 38 36 34

3 32 30 28 26 24 22 20 18 16 14 12 10



Credit Qualifying Streamline –
must meet DTI requirements for manual underwriting



So what program is best?

 Depends on your borrower.

 Does your borrower want a monthly payment savings? Life of 
Loan savings? Do they have cash laying around to bring to 
closing? Are they rate conscious? Want to close fast?

 Streamline 

 may have less monthly savings if rate had to be increased to cover 
closing costs

 Closes fast! No income or appraisal needed

 Great if they have cash they want to bring to closing

 Regular

 May have more savings since rate is best market rate

 Closes slower – need to wait for the appraisal to be returned

 No cash to closing typically 

 Not a ton of fear in today’s market that the home won’t 
appraise high enough but if that is a concern, then streamline 
may be best



Thank for coming… 
Questions? 
Kelly Welch


